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Abstract 
Technology has become an integral part of our life. Education with technology is a powerful combination which can 
revolutionize our society. And with the Aakash tablet slated to be in the hands of every Indian student, new avenues have 
opened. To provide better solution for transferring files from tablet devices to institutional hubs and vice-versa file 
synchronization is the only solution in these days. When there are small changes between remote devices transferring files as a 
whole will take more time and also will cause overhead and will cause traffic in the network.  The amount of data stored on the 
remote device will increase drastically after such type of file synchronization if the contents are audio, video and image files. To 
solve this problem we are focusing on some solutions, when there are some little changes between the files of the two devices. 
The solution has subsequently transferred updates and reconstructing files in the remote device to avoid all the above type of 
problems. This problem is previously tackled by using Rsync. But it is not more scalable in terms of network size and 
bandwidth usage. The main problem is to synchronizea large set of media files between institutional hubs, also between 
institutional hubs and student hand held devices. The ultimate goal of this project is to synchronize students filled with teachers 
PC and vice-versa.  In this survey the author has studied and gone through some experimental studies for file synchronization 
between PCs and handheld devices. 
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1. Introduction 
The power of technology needs to be leveraged to its true potential in the education sector. For 
this the Aakash tablet has reached some solution by implementing it in the quiz conduct 
scenario. Transferring the web content over a limited bandwidth is the main challenge in 
implementing tablet device in the student quiz conduct scenario. File synchronization is a 
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fundamental operation in distributed system which can solve the above problem. For maintaining 
large content across different institutional hubs and between student tablets, file needs to be 
synchronized in an efficient manner. This problem of file synchronization is called file 
synchronization problem. There are many methods of file synchronization between devices. File 
synchronization solution is slow sync [5], fast sync [5], NFS, Rsync, cloud sync, a Hadoop-
cloud-sync. There are many clouds based solution available to solve this problem. Applications 
that are available for file synchronization are such as Dropbox, sugarsync, Ubuntu one, sync any, 
Unison etc. The solutions are now provideda limited amount of space, for Dropbox, it is 2GB 
and others are proving 5GB space for free. This type of solution can’t overcome the problems for 
file synchronization between tablet devices and servers (institutional hubs). This report considers 
file synchronization as a mean to minimize the bandwidth usage and fast file transfer. For this we 
considered fastsync [5] as the best method of file transfer which Rsync uses. Here in the case of 
first sync the difference of the files will be transferred to the target host. But in case of slow sync 
[5] file will be transferred totally even if there are similarities between the two files. 
 
 
2. Content synchronization in tablet device scenario 
Tablet device has no internal hard drive to store data. For those some cloud based solution is best 
for synchronizingthe contents between devices. For avoiding this storage constraint institutional 
hub is the best answer. The architecture for implementing the tablet device is by introducing one 
or more institutional hub across the institution. So that the contents can be stored for quiz 
conduct and other application scenario. Synchronization of contents is necessary when tablet 
user wants to synchronize the study materials, quiz questions, synchronizing audio and video 
files with the central servers. 
Push and Pull Architecture for Content Synchronization: 
For content dissemination push or pull based architecture is adopted.Hither, when the professor 
puts quiz material on the quiz portal then it will be advertised to the registered student's tablet. In 
some scenario when a student wishes to view previous questions, then he can pull it from the 
quiz portal at any time.  
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Figure 1.1 shows push based content synchronization       Figure 1.2 shows pull based content 
synchronization. 
 
Publisher: Professor; Channel: Examiner; Subscriber: Student Tablet 
In push based content synchronization, the Professor will update the quiz material and stores it in 
the repository. And so the examiner will open the portal which will distribute the content to the 
registered student tablets. In pull type, content dissemination method, the events that take place 
are as follows. The students request to the channel for already existing files. And channel gets 
back to the existing files. 
Students can access the contents i.e. Quiz materials and any PDF files, web page easily by using 
their own tablet devices. In a quiz conduct scenario when the professor wanted to add some other 
content to the already existing file, then no need to transfer the whole file, rather to transmit only 
the file difference to the tablet devices and also simultaneously reflect the changes to the 
repository. 
3. Rsync 
Rsync is an open source software application, originally written for Unix systems, but now also 
running on Windows, Mac and Linux platforms. It first determines whether any data has 
changed by attending at the file size and modification date.Rsync [11] can cater for inserted or 
added data, removed data as well as shifting data, with a minimum transfer overhead. In this way 
Rsync provides a better solution than other method of file synchronization. All that needs to do 
for file synchronization is to transfer the file from one location to another with a minimum cost 
and in less time by exploiting the significant similarity between the two files located at different 
locations. The above scenario arises in a number of file synchronization processes, like 
synchronization ofuser’s files between different machines, remote backups, mirroring of large 
web and FTP sites, content distribution, and web search engines. Rsync [11][3] [8] solves this 
problem by creating file and block lists of both local and remote file system and compares them. 
Then transfers the changed blocks in a single batch per direction. File content changes are 
detected by using a rolling checksum followed by a strong checksum only if a matching is found. 
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Figure 2.1: Phases of file synchronization  Figure 2.2: Experimental Result:  
 between target and source device 
 
Rsync [9] is a command line utility that is used to synchronize files between two computers over 
a network to synchronize files between two file system. Rsync is a command line utility that is 
utilized to sync files between two computers over a network to sync files between two file 
systems.It was penned as a replacement for rcp but with many fresh characteristics. For example, 
it uses an algorithm that will only transfer files that have been modified. SSH will be utilized to 
authenticate between the machines and to encrypt the network traffic. For content 
synchronization I have tried some experiments on Rsync. Here all that's required for this 
experiment are using two computer devices. The purpose of this experiment to synchronize the 
contents between two computers. 
An Experiment of Rsync Over SSH: 
When we started Rsync over ssh it asked for a remote desktop password. To avoid this problem 
in case of automatic backup from any PC to the server can be solved by the following steps. 
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step1: key generation command:ssh-keygen when it asks for a password press enter. After 
executing this command it will generate two files in .ssh directory in your PC. 
Step2: ssh-copy-id copies public key to remote host command :ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id rsa.pub 
shial@10.129.26.86. 
The above will ask for the password for the first time and will copy the public file(rsa.pub) to the 
destination to the appropriate folder. And next time for any ssh operation, it will not ask for the 
password. And file synchronization will take place smoothly. The experiment figures (Figure 
2.2) out that during Rsync file synchronisation the whole file don't get transmitted to the 
destination rather the incremental change will be transmitted to the destination. The second 
experiment shows the difference in file size after using file compression techniques. Here the 
navy blue color shows the total content sizeof the source device after synchronization. Green 
color shows the amount of data transmitted in with compression i.e. File difference and deep 
blue color shows same size content transmitted without using compression. With this experiment 
the result shows transmitted content size is nearly half after using compression with Rsync. 
4. Unison: 
Another File synchroniser is Unison. It is similar to Rsync, but it uses a bi-directional 
synchronization algorithm. It follows two methods for file synchronization,one is to update 
detection and second reconciliation. In the first stage it will detect update based on file 
modification time and inode numbers. It marks a file dirty if one of the property change based on 
the previous synchronization run. Unison also relies on rolling checksum to match part of the file 
has altered. 
5. Syncany 
For file synchronizationsync any [6] [1] uses some more technique which Rsync didn’t 
overcome. By de-duplication technique, it tries to minimize the storage and synchronization 
time.  By using a multi chunk technique, it tries to minimize the number of requests arriving to 
the server. For this it attempts to cut down the file size before uploading to the server end. The 
advantages of de-duplication is, it enables version, minimizes disk usage on remote devices. The 
pitfall of this technique, it is very CPU intensive. The main problem identified by sync anyis to 
find a suitable multichunking [6] and de-duplication [6] algorithm. In this technique, it tries to 
find out duplicate sequences of bytes (chunks) and only stores one copy of that sequence. If a 
chunk appears again in the same file (or in another file of the same file set), de-duplication only 
stores a reference to this chunk instead of its factual contents.  
6. Dropbox 
Dropbox[7][4] is mostly used now a days than others cloud based file synchronisation and it 
operated by operated by Dropbox Inc. It has a variety of features, among all clouds based 
synchronization application. While Dropbox functions as a storage service, its focus is on 
synchronization and sharing. The main features are it stores and shares file among any number of 
users over the internet. Dropbox provides client software for Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS 
X, Linux, for Google Android, Apple iOS, and Blackberry OS, and web browsers. Faster file 
synchronization capability. Stores file in folders and provide all the facility that an user can do 
like drag and drop of files and folders. And then synchronizes all these changes with all the 
registered devices and also with the associated email account. 
7. HadoopRsync 
Hadoop is an open source framework, it operates on thousands of nodes, petabytes of data and 
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has been deployed on large number of users using simple programming model. HDFS[2] 
architecture is used to synchronize files in hadoopRsync [10]. HDFS maintains and distribute 
multiple replicas of data blocks throughout a cluster to offer reliable and efficient computations. 
HadoopRsync [13] uses the technology, i.e.mapreduce for file synchronization to parallelize the 
file manipulation at multiple node. It has one namenode and several datanode. HadoopRsync 
consists of pair of algorithm to synchronize the files i.ehadoopRsync Upload and hadoopRsync 
Download. When a copy on users device has been changed then hadoopRsync Upload algorithm 
is used. And in another case when some changes need to be updated to userdevice, 
thenHadoopRsync Download is used with the Hadoop-end new copy.  
HDFS 
For storing large quantity of data across Hadoop clusters. The Hadoop cluster divides the file 
into blocks and it typically replicates every block three times across different data nodes on more 
than one rack. The namenode maintains a file system namespace, including file system tree and 
metadata for all files and folders in the tree. And the datanodes stores the file in terms of blocks. 
The architecture that HadoopRsync follows is a master-slave pattern: a namenode and many data 
nodes. 
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Table 2.1: Comparisons of different file synchronization tools 
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9. Observation and Analysis 
Sync has the limitation of synchronizing the contents with any two devices. Sync doesn't 
consider de-duplication and compression technique. Because of limited bandwidth between 
institutional hubs and student tablets, it can be implemented between them where during online 
class quiz conduct scenario the professor wants to change some contains to the already sent 
question files to the student tablets. Although other cloud based methods of file synchronization 
have reached to some extend of a user's need during synchronizing contents. Considering all the 
techniques of file synchronizationhadoopRsync is most suitable because of its scalability in 
terms network size and robustness in terms of a data node failure. This project can be 
implemented in tablet device where the hadoopRsync architecture can be used in the scenario: 
the remote node wants to transfer some updated contents of the files to the institutional hubs. 
 
 
**LANS ync , De-duplication 
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10. Conclusion 
In this study we have come across a number of file synchronization methods and have done a 
survey on different file synchronization application available in today’s market. We have 
compared several cloud synchronizationapplications and have presented the pros and cons of 
each file synchronization  application. Finally, among all application drop box and hadoopRsync 
is having better features and all the two applications HadoopRsync is an open source application. 
We have concluded with hadoopRsync is the best among all and this application is having all 
features as compared to dropbox and we can implement our file synchronization  application 
between student tablet and the teacher’s PC using this hadoopRsync. This diligence will give 
better performance for upper limit number of users as well as maximum file size. This will solve 
the problems of file synchronization for remote servers from different part of the country. 
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